FLOOR MOUNTED WITHOUT TOP RAIL

OC-Max 4' with $\frac{3}{8}"$ tempered glass and 5' with $\frac{1}{2}"$ tempered glass

36" OR 42" AS REQUIRED

SS END CAP

SS GLASS CLAMPS

GAUGE 14
1.67" Ø SS ROUND POST
or 1.57" SS SQUARE POST

$\frac{1}{2}"$ or $\frac{3}{8}"$ TEMPERED GLASS

SS BASE COVER
FLOOR MOUNTED WITH TOP RAIL

OC-Max 4' with $\frac{3}{8}''$ tempered glass
and 5' with $\frac{1}{2}''$ tempered glass

36'' OR 42''
AS REQUIRED
FASCIA MOUNTED WITHOUT TOP RAIL

OC-Max 4' with $\frac{3}{8}''$ tempered glass and 5' with $\frac{1}{2}''$ tempered glass

36" OR 42"
AS REQUIRED
FASCIA MOUNTED WITH TOP RAIL

OC-Max 4' with $\frac{3}{8}$" tempered glass
and 5' with $\frac{1}{2}$" tempered glass

36" OR 42" AS REQUIRED
STAIRS FLOOR MOUNTED WITHOUT TOP RAIL

OC-Max 4' with 3/8" tempered glass
and 5' with 1/2" tempered glass

6" SPHERE

ANGLE

Nose to Nose Length

36" or 42" as Required
STAIRS FASCIA MOUNTED WITH TOP RAIL

OC-Max 4” with 3/8” tempered glass
and 5” with 1/2” tempered glass

6” SPHERE

ANGLE

NOSE TO NOSE LENGTH